
Roger Allen provides a comprehensive introductory survey of liter-
ary texts in Arabic, from their unknown beginnings in the fifth
century  to the present day. The volume focuses on the major
genres of Arabic literature, dealing with Islam’s sacred text, the
Qur�ān, and a wealth of poetry, narrative prose, drama and criti-
cism. Allen reveals the continuities that link the creative output of
the present day to the illustrious literary heritage of the past and
incorporates an enormously rich body of popular literature typified
most famously by The Arabian Nights. The volume is informed by
Western critical approaches, but within each chapter the emphasis
is on the texts themselves, with extensive quotations in English
translation. Reference features include a chronology and a guide to
further reading. A revised and abridged version of Allen’s
acclaimed study, The Arabic Literary Heritage, this book provides an
invaluable student introduction to a major non-Western literary
tradition.

  is Professor of Arabic at the University of
Pennsylvania. He is author of The Arabic Literary Heritage (), The
Arabic Novel () and A Period of Time (). He has published
more than forty journal articles on Arabic literature and translated
a number of modern Arabic narratives including Najib Mahfuz’s
Mirrors () and Autumn Quail ().
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Preface

As a scholar in Arabic literature and the teacher of a university-level
course on Arabic literary history, I have for some time been experiment-
ing with different ways of presenting the subject to university students
with a broad range of humanistic interests and also to a more general
reading public. I have often asked my own students to comment on the
merits of previous attempts at writing a history of Arabic literature and
to prepare outlines for a new approach to the topic. I am therefore espe-
cially pleased to acknowledge here that many of the principles used in
preparing this work are as much a reflection of classroom debates and
essay responses as of profitable discussions with academic colleagues.

I have written this book without resorting to footnotes, and so I cannot
acknowledge in the time-honoured fashion the debt that I owe to numer-
ous colleagues whose critical studies of the Arabic literary tradition are
reflected in the pages that follow. I can only express the hope that the
guide to further reading listed at the end of the work will convey some
idea of the extent to which I am grateful for their insights. I might
perhaps take a leaf out of the book of the Middle East’s primary joke-
ster, Juh· ā, and suggest that those who know what those sources of my
inspiration are might tell those who do not.

Several of my colleagues have done me the great service of reading
portions of this work in advance of its publication. I would like to take
this opportunity to thank them all for their wise counsel and gentle cor-
rection, while absolving them of all responsibility for the result: Geert
Jan van Gelder, Peter Heath, Salma Khadra al-Jayyusi, Hilary
Kilpatrick, Everett Rowson, Yasir Saqr, Michael Sells, and William
Smyth.

vii
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Note on translation, transliteration, and further reading

A few words need to be said about various aspects of the text and the
conventions that it uses. Firstly, translation: except where indicated in the
text itself, the translations in the book are my own.

Secondly, on transliteration: the literary works that are the focus of
this volume have been composed in Arabic. Thus, in discussing them in
English, a system of transliteration is needed whereby the written
symbols of Arabic are represented from the repertoire of the English
alphabet. Scholars working in Arabic studies have devised a number of
different systems for doing this, in part reflecting the conventions of
writing and pronunciation within their own language systems. In
English scholarly discourse on this field, the system of transliteration
that is most widespread is the one devised by the Library of Congress in
the United States, also used with minor adjustments by the British
Library. The basic outlines of this system are used in this book.

The Library of Congress system uses a written symbol from the
English alphabet to replicate an equivalent written symbol in Arabic. It
makes no attempt to reproduce exactly the way in which the Arabic
words are pronounced. Thus, while the Arabic names and titles translit-
erated in this book will give some idea of how the written symbols will
sound, the equivalence is not (and cannot be) anything approaching
complete. Beyond the usual English alphabet set, two other symbols are
used: the left-facing single quotation-mark (�) represents the Arabic
glottal stop (called hamzah), such as is represented by the hyphen in the
word re-enter; and the superscript c (�) represents a sound for which
English has no equivalent, but which linguists term a pharyngeal plosive
(the name of the Arabic phoneme is �ayn). Furthermore, the Arabic lan-
guage makes use of several written symbols and pronounced sounds that
are not found in the English language system. To represent these sounds
and symbols in transliteration, the Library of Congress system makes
use of a series of supplementary markings (usually called diacritics) in

viii
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order to indicate the presence of these intrinsically Semitic phenomena:
dots under certain consonants to indicate that they are emphatic and
elongation signs (macrons) over vowels to show that their pronunciation
time is longer than that of the short vowels.

Lastly, regarding the Guide to Further Reading: bearing in mind the
nature and breadth of the subject matter of this work, it is obviously
impossible to provide anything approaching a complete bibliography on
any topic or even sub-topic; I might note that the reasons lie not only in
the bulk of what would result, but the extreme inaccessibility of some of
the sources involved. The Guide to Further Reading, which is divided
into sections relating to the various chapters, is thus intended to give
samples of work on the particular genre and subject involved; it is my
hope that readers who find their interests aroused by this book may use
such studies and translations as a trigger to yet further investigations.

Note on translation, transliteration ix
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Chronology

Historical events/people Literary events/people

 al-Muhalhil

 Imru� al-Qays
c.  Birth of Muh·ammad al-Shanfarā (?)

Ta�abbat·a sharran (?)
al-Muraqqish
T· arafah


�Amr ibn Kulthūm
al-H· arith ibn H· illizah
�Amr ibn Qamı̄�ah
�Adı̄ ibn Zayd
Zuhayr ibn Abı̄ Sulmā
�Antarah

 Hijrah from Mecca to Medina Durayd ibn al-S· immah

 Death of Muh·ammad Al-A�shā

 Capture of Damascus by Muslims

 Battle of Qàdisiyyah; defeat of Sāsānı̄
(Persian) army al-Khansā�

– Conquests of Syria, Iraq, Egypt

 Establishment of al-Kūfah and Qays ibn Mulawwah· (?)
al-Bas·rah as garrison cities in Iraq

 Standardisation of Qur�ānic text

 Murder of Caliph �Uthmān

 Battle of S· iffı̄n

 Assassination of Caliph �Alı̄; Labı̄d
beginning of Umawı̄ dynasty al-H· utay�ah

x

Note: In the case of authors, the dates involved are the approximate year of
death
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 Establishment of Qayrawān in Tunisia H· assān ibn Thābit

 Battle of Karbalā�
– Dome of the Rock built in Jerusalem


Jamı̄l
Laylā al-Akhyaliyyah

 Building of Great Mosque in Damascus al-�Ajjāj

 T· āriq crosses into Spain al-Akht·al

– Capture of Bukhārā and Samarkand

 Battle of Tours; Charles Martel �Umar ibn Abı̄ Rabı̄�ah
defeats Muslims Kuthayyir

Jarı̄r
al-Farazdaq
al-T· irimmāh·
‘Dhū al-Rummah’
al-�Arjı̄

 Beginning of �Abbāsı̄ revolt in Khūrāsān al-Walı̄d ibn Yazı̄d

 Fall of Umawı̄ caliphate; �Abd al-h·amı̄d al-kātib
�Abbāsı̄ caliphs come to power

– Umawı̄ dynasty in Cordoba ibn al-Muqaffa�
 Foundation of Baghdād Abū H· anı̄fah

Abū �Amr ibn al-�Alā�
H· ammād al-Rāwiyah
ibn Ish· āq
Bashshār ibn Burd
al-Mufad·d·al al-D· abbı̄

 Work begins on Great Mosque in al-Khalı̄l ibn Ah·mad
Cordoba

– Caliphate of Hārūn al-Rashı̄d Malik ibn Anas
Khalaf al-ah·mar
Sı̄bawayh

 Rābi�ah al-�Adawiyyah

 Fall of Barmakı̄ family in Baghdād Abū Nuwās
�Abbās ibn al-Ah·naf
Ibrāhı̄m al-Maws·ilı̄

Chronology xi
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 Caliph al-Ma�mūn declares Mu�tazilı̄ al-Shāfi�ı̄
doctrine to be orthdoxy; conquest of Muslim ibn al-Walı̄d
Sicily

 Foundation of Bayt al-H· ikmah library Abū al-�Atāhiyah
in Baghdād al-As·ma�ı̄

ibn Hishām
Ibrāhı̄m ibn al-Mahdı̄
al-Kindı̄

– Foundation of Samarrā� as Abbāsı̄ Ah·mad ibn H· anbal
capital Abū Tammām

ibn Sallām al-Jumah· ı̄
al-Khwārizmı̄
Ish· āq al-Maws·ilı̄
Ziryāb
Dhū al-nūn al-Mis·rı̄

– Zanj rebellion al-Jāh· iz·
ibn Qutaybah
al-Mubarrad

 Sack of al-Bas·rah by Zanj forces al-Bukhārı̄
al-Kindı̄
al-Balādhurı̄
ibn al-Rūmı̄
al-Buh· turı̄
ibn Abı̄ al-Dunyā
ibn Abı̄ T· āhir T· ayfūr


Tha�lab
al-Ya�qūbı̄

 Establishment of Zaydı̄ state in Yemen ibn al-Mu�tazz

 Ibn al-Mu�tazz is caliph for one day

 Fāt·imı̄ caliphate in Tunisia

 Execution of mystic, al-H· allāj al-T· abarı̄
Qudāmah ibn Ja�far
ibn �Abd Rabbihi

 Būyids assume control in Baghdād al-Ash�arı̄
al-Mutanabbı̄
al-Fārābı̄
al-Mas�ūdı̄

xii Chronology
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

al-Is·t·akhrı̄
Abū Bakr al-S· ūlı̄
Muh·ammad al-Niffarı̄
al-Qālı̄
Abū Firās
Abū al-faraj al-Is·fahānı̄

 Conquest of Cairo by Fāt·imı̄ general,
Jawhar

 Foundation of al-Azhar mosque- ibn Hāni�
university in Cairo al-Āmidı̄

al-S· āh· ib ibn �Abbād
ibn H· awqal

– Mah·mūd of Ghaznah rules in
Eastern Iran

al-Tanūkhı̄
ibn al-Nadı̄m


al-Qād· ı̄ al-Jurjānı̄
Abū Bakr al-Khwārizmı̄
Abū Hilāl al-�Askarı̄
Badı̄� al-zamān al-

Hamadhānı̄
al-Bāqillānı̄
al-Sharı̄f al-Rad· ı̄
ibn Darrāj
ibn Shuhayd
Abū H· ayyān al-Tawh· ı̄dı̄

 Collapse of Umawı̄ caliphate in Miskawayh
Cordoba al-Tha�ālibı̄

ibn Khafājah
ibn Sı̄nā

 Migration of Banı̄ Hilāl across al-Bı̄rūnı̄
North Africa Abū al-�Alā� al-Ma�arrı̄

 Saljuq Turks capture Baghdād

 Battle of Manzikert: Saljuqs ibn H· azm
occupy Anatolia ibn Rashı̄q

al-Qushayrı̄
�Abd al-qāhir al-Jurjānı̄
Wallādah

Chronology xiii
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 Christians in Spain capture Toledo ibn Zaydūn

 Loss of Sicily to Normans

 Niz·ām al-mulk murdered by Assassins

 Pope Urban calls for Crusade

 Crusaders capture Jerusalem


al-Ghazālı̄
�Umar al-Khayyām
al-A�mā al-Tut·ı̄lı̄
ibn H· amdı̄s

 Second Crusade al-H· arı̄rı̄
�Abd al-qādir al-Jı̄lānı̄
al-Idrı̄sı̄
al-Zamakhsharı̄

 End of Fāt·imı̄ caliphate ibn Quzmān

– Reign of S· alāh· al-dı̄n (Saladin)
Ah·mad al-Rifā�ı̄
ibn T· ufayl

 Crusaders defeated by S· alāh· al-dı̄n
ibn Rushd
Usāmah ibn Munqidh
Shihāb al-dı̄n Yah·yā

al-Suhrawardı̄


ibn al-Jawzı̄
al-Qād· ı̄ al-Fād· il�Imād al-dı̄n al-Is·fahānı̄
Maimonides
ibn Jubayr
ibn Sanā� al-Mulk

 Mongols under Jingiz Khān invade
Islamic lands

�At·t·ār

 Jerusalem handed over to Christians Yāqūt
Shihāb al-dı̄n �Umar

al-Suhrawardı̄

xiv Chronology
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 Christians in Spain capture Cordoba ibn al-Fārid·
 Christians in Spain capture Seville ibn al-�Arabı̄

 Mamlūks come to power in Cairo

 King Alfonso establishes school in
Seville al-Tı̄fāshı̄

– Hūlāgū Khān leads Mongol army
to Baghdād

 End of �Abbāsı̄ caliphate

 Battle of �Ayn Jālūt; Mongols defeated
by Mamlūks under Baybars

– Mamlūk dynasty rules Egypt Jalāl al-dı̄n Rūmı̄
al-Shustarı̄
ibn Mālik
ibn S· ayqal al-Jazarı̄
al-Shābb al-Z· arı̄f
al-Bayd· āwı̄

 Expulsion of Crusaders from Palestine ibn Khallikān
al-Būs·ı̄rı̄



 Mongols defeated by Mamlūks in ibn Manz·ūr
Egypt ibn Dāniyāl

 Mansā Mūsū, King of Mālı̄;
University of Timbuktū ibn Taymiyyah

al-Nuwayrı̄

 Black Death reaches Egypt S· afı̄ al-dı̄n al-H· illı̄

 Muslim missionaries in Nigeria (Kano)
S· alāh· al-dı̄n al-S· afadı̄
ibn Qayyim

al-Jawziyyah

 Tı̄mūr Lang occupies Khūrāsān ibn Nubātah

– Tı̄mūr Lang conquers much of Lisān al-dı̄n ibn al-Khat·ı̄b
Central Asia ibn Bat·t·ūtah

– Tı̄mūr conquers Īrān
H· āfiz·


al-Fayrūzābādı̄

Chronology xv
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 Islām reaches Java ibn Khaldūn

 Death of Tı̄mūr Lang al-Maqrı̄zı̄
al-Ghuzūlı̄
al-Qalqashandı̄
al-Ibshı̄hı̄
ibn �Arabshāh

 Capture of Constantinople by Ottomans

 Ismā�ı̄l establishes S· afavı̄ dynasty in Īrān



 S· afavı̄s capture Baghdād
al-Suyūt·ı̄
ibn Mālik al-H· amawı̄

 Selı̄m the Grim captures Cairo

– Reign of Ottoman Sultan Sulaymān
the Magnificent

 Ottoman capture of Belgrade

 Ottoman conquest of Rhodes ibn Iyās

 Ottoman siege of Vienna

 Ottoman forces reach Yemen

 Sinan builds Suleymaniye Mosque
in Istanbul

– Akbar assumes power in Mughal al-Sha�rānı̄
India



 English capture Hormuz al-Maqqarı̄

 Tāj Mahal completed by Shāh Jihān Shihāb al-dı̄n al-Khafājı̄

 Ottoman conquest of Crete

 Ottomans besiege Vienna

 Treaty of Karlowitz


�Abd al-ghanı̄

al-Nābulusı̄
Bishop Germanus Farh· āt

xvi Chronology
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 Wahhābı̄s established at Dar�iyyah,
Arabia

 English East India Company takes
over administration of Bengal al-Amı̄r al-S· an�ānı̄

– Yūsuf Shihāb, Amı̄r of Lebanon al-Idkāwı̄

 Sa�ūdı̄ dynasty in al-Riyād· al-Zabı̄dı̄

 Treaty of Kuchuk Kaynarji between
Russia and Ottomans

 Russia seizes Crimea

– Reign of Selı̄m III, Ottoman Sultan

 Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt

 Qajar dynasty in Īrān



– Wahhābı̄s capture Mecca and Medina

– Muh·ammad �Alı̄ viceroy of Egypt

 Wahhābı̄s capture Mecca

 Mamlūks massacred on orders of
Muh·ammad �Alı̄ Ah·mad al-Tı̄jānı̄

– Egyptians conquer Sudan al-Jabartı̄

 Arabic press in Cairo

 French invade Algeria

 Arabic press in Beirut Shaykh H· asan al-�At·t·ār
Mārūn al-Naqqāsh

– Civil War in Syria

 Foundation of Syrian Protestant Nās·ı̄f al-Yāzijı̄
College in Beirut (AUB)

 Suez Canal opened Rifā�ah al-T· aht·āwı̄

 Anglo-French control of Egyptian
finances

 French occupy Tunisia; �Urabı̄ Revolt
in Egypt

 British occupy Egypt

 Mahdı̄�s revolt in Sudan; General
Gordon killed in al-Khart·ūm Ah·mad Fāris al-Shidyāq

H· usayn al-Mars·afı̄

Chronology xvii
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 French arrive in Timbuktū Muh·ammad �Uthmān
Jalāl

 Defeat of Sudanese forces by General Jamāl al-dı̄n ‘al-Afghānı̄’
Kitchener


�Abd al-rah·mān

al-Kawākibı̄
Abū Khalı̄l al-Qabbānı̄
Muh·ammad �Abduh
Mah·mūd Sāmı̄ al-Barūdı̄

 Ottoman Sultan �Abd al-h·amı̄d deposed 
by Young Turks

 Anglo-Persian Oil Company founded

 Franco-Spanish protectorate of Morocco Ya�qūb S· annū�
 Arab revolt against Ottoman government

 Sykes–Picot Agreement regarding
disposition of Middle East following
First World War

 Balfour Declaration Shiblı̄ Shumayyil
Shaykh Salāmah

al-H· ijāzı̄
Muh·ammad Taymūr

 Popular uprising in Egypt; first
proclamation of Mus·t·afā Kemāl (Ataturk) 
in Turkey

 Turkish War of Independence; revolt in 
Iraq; French capture Damascus

 Reza Shāh Pahlevı̄ assumes power in Iran

 Discovery of Tutankhamūn’s tomb in Egypt Farah· Ant·ūn

 Declaration of Turkish Republic

 Abolition of the caliphate; first Egyptian Mus·t·afā Lut·fı̄
parliament al-Manfalūt·ı̄

Shaykh Ah·mad Bamba

 Beginnings of Muslim Brethren in Egypt Sa�d Zaghlūl

 Growing unrest in Palestine Muh·ammad
al-Muwaylih· ı̄

xviii Chronology
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 Foundation of Arab Academy in Cairo Khalı̄l Jubrān
H· āfiz· Ibrāhı̄m
Ah·mad Shawqı̄

 �Abd al-�azı̄z becomes King of Sa�ūdı̄
Arabia Abū al-qāsim al-Shabbı̄

 Italy invades Ethiopia Rashı̄d Rid· ā
Jamı̄l S· idqı̄ al-Zahāwı̄

 Death of Ataturk Mayy Ziyādah
Muh·ammad Iqbāl

 League of Arab States created in Cairo Ma�rūf al-Rus·āfı̄

 Independence of India; creation of Salāmah Mūsā
Pakistan

 War in Palestine; State of Israel established Ant·ūn Sa�ādah
H· asan al-Bannā
Khalı̄l Mut·rān
Khalı̄l Baydas
�Alı̄ al-Du�ājı̄

 Muh·ammad Mosaddeg Prime Minister of
Īrān; H· usayn becomes King of Jordan

 Revolution in Egypt

 Jamāl �Abd al-nās·ir (Nasser) comes to Mah·mūd T· āhir Lāshı̄n
power; beginning of Algerian War of
Independence; Czech arms agreement 
with Egypt

 Afro-Asian Conference in Bandung,
Indonesia

 Egypt nationalises Suez Canal; Muh·ammad H· usayn
Tripartite (British, French, Israeli) Haykal
invasion of Suez; Sudan, Tunisia,
and Morocco gain independence Iliyyā Abū Mād· ı̄

 Revolution in Iraq; United Arab
Republic (Egypt & Syria) created;
Lebanese political unrest Jūrj Abyad·

 Kuwait independence; Socialist Laws Bayram al-Tūnisı̄
in Egypt; revolution in Yemen

 End of Algerian War; independence Ah·mad Lut·fı̄ al-Sayyid
Mārūn �Abbūd

Chronology xix
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

 PLO established; King Sa�ūd of �Abbās Mah·mūd
Sa�ūdı̄ Arabia replaced by King al-�Aqqād
Fays·al Sayyid Qut·b

Badr Shākir al-Sayyāb

 June War between Israel and Arab states Muh·ammad Mandūr
H· usayn Muruwwah

 H· āfiz· al-Asad becomes President of Bishārah al-Khūrı̄
Syria; Yāsir �Arafāt leader of PLO

 General Numayrı̄ seizes power in the
Sudan; Libyan revolution led by
Mu�ammar al-Qadhdhāfı̄

 Aswan High Dam completed; fighting
in Jordan (Black September); death
of �Abd al-nās·ir; Anwar al-Sādāt
President of Egypt

 Establishment of United Arab Tawfı̄q S· āyigh
Emirates in Gulf

 October crossing (Ramad·ān/Yom T· āhā H· usayn
Kippur War) Mah·mūd Taymūr

– Lebanese civil war

 Fall of Tall al-Za�tar Palestinian refugee 
camp

 Camp David accords between Egypt and 
Israel

 Revolution in Īrān brings Imām
Khomeinı̄ to power

– Lebanese civil war

 Assassination of President Anwar al-Sādāt S· alāh· �Abd al-S· abūr

 Israel invades Lebanon; Sabra and Khalı̄l H· āwı̄
Shatilah Camp massacres

 Palestinian intifād·ah Michel �Aflaq
Tawfı̄q al-H· akı̄m
Yūsuf al-Khāl

 Nobel Award to Najı̄b
Mah· fūz·

Mı̄khā�ı̄l Nu�aymah
Dhū al-nūn Ayyūb
Tawfı̄q Yūsuf �Awwād

xx Chronology
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Historical events/people Literary events/people

– Gulf War: Western forces attack
Iraq after its occupation of Kuwait

Yūsuf Idrı̄s
Yah·yā H· aqqı̄

 Jabrā Ibrāhı̄m Jabrā

 Emil H· abı̄bı̄
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